Dear Ms Jensen,

My name is Nehael Jae Shields [PHI Redacted]. I am requesting under the rules a formal and complete National Coverage Determination. This NCD would involve Surgical Remedies for Gender Identity Disorder. I am asking CMS to utilize the scientific reports I filed in 03/12 all 537 pages as evidence of need. In addition I request all materials, testimony and ruling from 03/14 judgment by the DAB Department Appeals Board in this matter be included. It is also clear a violation of the process in the 03/2012 complaint was made by removing the complaint from the website after it was accepted. No review of the evidence was completed nor was the stayed filing placed on a waiting list and published on the website as required. This breach violated my civil rights to due process under SSA of 2003 FR68.187.55637,D and as such be reviewed with SSA2013 regulations.

Surgical remedies for profound GID Gender Identity Disorder are wholly recognized as reasonable and necessary treatment. Following the DAB ruling of 03/14 it is clear a universal policy for treatment coverage to insure equal treatment of all GID patience without regard to regional status. Further the guidance of a NCD would guarantee and facilitate universal access to regional interventions.

Thank You in Advance for your attention to this matter.

Ms. Nehael Jae Shields
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